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After the End
From Guillermo del Toro comes the book that inspired
the Netflix Animated Series TROLLHUNTERS! "You are
food. Those muscles you flex to walk, lift, and talk?
They're patties of meat topped with chewy tendon.
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That skin you've paid so much attention to in mirrors?
It's delicious to the right tongues, a casserole of
succulent tissue. And those bones that give you the
strength to make your way in the world? They rattle
between teeth as the marrow is sucked down
slobbering throats. These facts are unpleasant but
useful. There are things out there, you see, that don't
cower in holes to be captured by us and cooked over
our fires. These things have their own ways of
trapping their kills, their own fires, their own
appetites." Jim Sturges is your typical teen in
suburban San Bernardino— one with an
embarrassingly overprotective dad, a best friend
named "Tubby" who shares his hatred of all things
torturous (like gym class), and a crush on a girl who
doesn't know he exists. But everything changes for
Jim when a 45-year old mystery resurfaces,
threatening the lives of everyone in his seemingly
sleepy town. Soon Jim has to team up with a band of
unlikely (and some un- human) heroes to battle the
monsters he never knew existed. From the minds of
horror geniuses Guillermo del Toro and Daniel Kraus
comes a new illustrated novel about the fears that
move in unseen places.

Lunch Walks Among Us
After escaping from the Brenda T. Trumball
Correctional Facility for Women and stealing the
identity of rich socialite, Ariana Osgood finally thought
she was on the path she always believed she
deserved. But her past caught up with her and she is
forced right back to her old ways, making everything
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she wants seem further out of reach. And some
familiar faces are back to make things even worse for
her. The Privilege series comes to and end with all the
suspense, romance, drama and, wherever Ariana is
concerned, murder you'd expect.

The Invisible Fran
Brooklyn is nearly sixteen-years-old and feels like
she's invisible. She desperately wants to be pretty
and popular, and to be adored by a cute guy. Luckily
for her, she's a witch about to come of age ~ so she's
only a few spells away from making it all happen. On
her milestone birthday, Brooklyn's conservative
parents finally unbind her powers, and this newfound
freedom leads to a spell-assisted dream makeover.
Her crush, Asher, finally notices her, and so does the
Queen Bee of the popular, cool clique. Even better,
Brooklyn discovers her true power: the ability to
magically match couples with a love spell. But
Brooklyn's quest for popularity is not without its price,
and as the clique escalates their initiation tests, the
more she relies on her powers to complete the tasks.
Can Brooklyn keep her magic hidden from their
scrutiny? Like her Salem ancestors, if caught, she
could be vilified. But worst of all, Brooklyn runs the
risk of losing what she really cares about ~ Asher ~
unless she can work a little magic of her own.

Big Nate: Here Goes Nothing
Let's Do A Thing! (Victor Shmud, Total
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Expert #1)
Franny K. Stein is not your average girl—she’s a mad
scientist. She prefers poison ivy to daisies, and when
Franny jumps rope, she uses her pet snake. The kids
in Franny’s class think she’s weird, wacky, and just
plain creepy. Tired of being stared at, Franny decides
to attempt her most dangerous experiment yet—she’s
going to fit in. But when a giant Monstrous Fiend
attacks the class, everyone knows only a true mad
scientist can save the day. But has Franny lost her
creepy, crawly ways?

The Top Secret Toys
World record fever grips the second grade, and soon
Ivy and Bean are trying to set their own record by
becoming the youngest people to have ever
discovered a dinosaur. But how hard is it to find one?
Includes bonus material! - Sneak peek chapter from
the next book in the Ivy + Bean series Ivy and Bean
Take Care of the Babysitter by Annie Barrows,
illustrated by Sophie Blackall

Hotaka
Bird and Squirrel are almost home, but the adventure
isn't over yet!

Ivy and Bean Break the Fossil Record
From Dakin’s bedroom window, the farthest-away
mountain looks quite close, its peak capped with pink
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and purple and green snow rising above the pine
wood just beyond the village.

The Invisible Fran
More toys, more pressure, and more mystery in this
exciting sequel to Vincent Shadow: Toy Inventor!
After winning the annual Whizzer Toys Invention
Contest, twelve-year-old Vincent Shadow can't wait to
start his once-in-a-lifetime internship with the
renowned Mr. Whiz. Vincent wants to come up with an
idea that will make toy history-but he can't even think
of one that will impress his little sister! In this sequel
to Vincent Shadow: Toy Inventor, toys and trouble go
hand in hand as Vincent faces the ultimate test: Save
Whizzer Toys or disappoint kids everywhere.

The Bad Butterfly
There’s nothing better than being a mad scientist—at
least according to Franny. So she’s making it her
mission to help her classmates discover their own
inner mad scientists. All Franny needs for her latest
experiment is a few volunteers, a half-completed twoheaded robot, and an invisibility potion. Only this
experiment just might prove to be Franny’s most
difficult. Because what do you do when your
classmates don’t know anything about mad
science—and there’s a doubly dumb robot running
amok to prove it?

The Invisible Fran(CD1장,
Workbook1권포함)(Franny K. Stein, Mad
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Scientist 3)
MEET VICTOR, TOTAL EXPERT IN EVERYTHING(except
Guy Who Cleans Up Bedrooms) With his confidence,
imagination, and trusty sidekick Dumpylumps (who
happens to be a duck), there's no telling what trouble
he'll get into. Lucky for him, he has a knack for
getting himself out of trouble, too. So when he finds
himself at the center of an intergalactic conflict, he's
pretty sure the only way out is his top-secret kitchen
concoction; his teacher, the extraordinary Mrs.
Nozzleburp; and the help of his friend Patti. Will he be
able to save the day and find his way back to class?
And just what is he going to do next?

Bird & Squirrel on the Edge!
Michael Grant's Gone series meets M. Night
Shyamalan's The Village in this riveting story of one
girl's journey to save the very people who have lied to
her for her entire life. Amy Plum, international
bestselling author of the Die for Me series, delivers a
fast-paced adventure perfect for fans of Marie Lu,
Veronica Rossi, and Robison Wells. Juneau grew up
fearing the outside world. The elders told her that
beyond the borders of their land in the Alaskan
wilderness, nuclear war had destroyed everything.
But when Juneau returns from a hunting trip one day
and discovers her people have been abducted, she
sets off to find them. And leaving the boundaries for
the very first time, she learns the horrifying truth:
World War III never happened. Nothing was
destroyed. Everything she'd ever been taught was a
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lie. As Juneau comes to terms with an unfathomable
deception, she is forced to survive in a completely
foreign world, using only the skills and abilities she
developed in the wild. But while she's struggling to
rescue her friends and family, someone else is after
her. Someone who knows the extraordinary truth
about her secret past.

Worth
Calling all mad scientists! Available for the first time,
a boxed set of the entire Franny K. Stein series. Follow
Franny K. Stein, mad scientist, on all her adventures
(and misadventures) as she plots to take over the
world! This boxed set includes paperback editions of
every book in the series: Lunch Walks Among Us,
Attack of the 50 ft. Cupid, Invisible Fran, The Fran that
Time Forgot, The Fran with Four Brains, Frantastic
Voyage, and The Frandidate. With experiments and
inventions ranging from cloning to time travel, Franny
shows that ideas can be a blast and uses brains and
ingenuity to save the day.

The Time Quake
Meet Billie B. Brown, brave, brilliant, bold, and bound
to become your best friend! Brand-new readers will
readily relate to this series of stand-alone, everyday
adventures. Filled with true-to-life situations, warm
family relationships, humorous illustrations and
positive problem-solving, they're taking the early
reader scene by storm! Billie and her best friend Jack
have started ballet classes. She is sure she'll be a
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great dancer! But is Billie really cut out to be a
ballerina butterfly?

Sweet, Hereafter
This is my blood, this is my song. In the early 1940s in
Czechoslovakia, Rafael Ullmann and his family are
sent to Terezin, the so-called model ghetto for Jewish
artists. In the 1970s in Canada, Annie Ullmann lives a
predictable, lonely life on a prairie with her reclusive
father and deaf-dumb mother. Thirty years later, in
Australia, Joe Hawker is uncertain about himself and
his future. Told across three continents and timelines, This Is My Song is a symphonyencouraging us to
find our own music.

Shark in School
Time itself is splintering. If the catastrophic
consequences of time travel are now impossible to
ignore, Lord Luxon only has eyes for its awesome
possibilities. He has his sights set on no lesser prize
than America. Abducted to 1763, Peter and Kate
begin to understand that history has arrived at its
tipping point. Adrift in time, Kate transforms into an
oracle, able to see the future as easily as the past.
While Gideon does all he can to help, he is tormented
by the knowledge that The Tar Man, his nemesis, is
also his own brother. As they pursue him through the
dark streets of eighteenth-century London, and the
time quakes begin, Peter realises that this monster
may hold the fate of all of us in his hands.
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Attack of the 50-Ft. Cupid
When Matthew finds out from J.P., the weird girl next
door, that their teacher loves to read, he worries that
everyone at his new school will know he's a terrible
reader.

Trollhunters
Years ago, a man disappeared from the yellow house
on Surprise Island. Why? The Aldens have found a
clue to the mystery! Adapted from Gertrude Chandler
Warner's story of the same name, this new version
introduces young readers to a Boxcar Children classic.

The Confessions of Frannie Langton
Create simple seasonal and holiday doodles using
multicolored pens! Want to draw a jack-o'-lantern with
a toothy smile? How about a silly Santa out cruising in
his sleigh? How to Doodle Year-Round helps you
create these sweet and sensational designs—no
previous artistic training required! Kamo provides
hundreds of examples, unlocking the simple secrets
to drawing freewheeling, lively and amusing doodles.
Unlike fine-art or manga, there are no rules and no artschool techniques to master. All you need is a free
hand and a free spirit. This book encourages doodlers
to pick up a pen and start artfully scribbling whenever
and wherever they are. Doodles can be dashed off on
a piece of scrap paper or permanently enshrined on a
T-shirt, bookmark, invitation or gift. *Recommended
for artists 16 & up*
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The Complete Franny K. Stein, Mad
Scientist
Time is running out for Rhine in the conclusion to the
New York Times bestselling Chemical Garden Trilogy.
With time ticking until the virus takes its toll, Rhine is
desperate for answers. After enduring Vaughn’s
worst, Rhine finds an unlikely ally in his brother, an
eccentric inventor named Reed, and she takes refuge
in his dilapidated house. However, the people she left
behind refuse to stay in the past. While Gabriel
haunts Rhine’s memories, Cecily is determined to be
at Rhine’s side, even if Linden’s feelings are still
caught between them. Meanwhile, Rowan’s growing
involvement in an underground resistance compels
Rhine to reach him before he does something that
cannot be undone. But what she discovers along the
way has alarming implications for her future—and on
the past her parents never had the chance to explain.
In this breathtaking conclusion to Lauren DeStefano’s
Chemical Garden trilogy, everything Rhine knows to
be true will be irrevocably shattered.

Firewing
Dan had to go, He felt he had no choice, but leaving
home was never going to be easy . . . Dan and his
brother Eddie take off for the coast, in search of their
lost mother, in search of a better life . . . but it's a
long road they face and Dan must use all his wits to
get them there in one piece. When they are taken
under the wings of a group of would-be soldiers
marching over the mountains to join up for the Great
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War, Dan and Eddie's journey becomes something
quite unexpected. The experiences they share will
shape their future beyond recognition. This
extraordinary rite of passage is a powerful, heartrending story – Robert Newton at his very best.

What the Spell
After Heaven and The First Part Last, three-time
Coretta Scott King Award-winning author Angela
Johnson concludes her acclaimed trilogy with a
poignant tale of finding where you belong and who
you belong with. Shoogy left home with all her jeans
still in the washer because she couldn’t think of a
reason to stay. She’s not sure where she belongs,
until she meets Curtis. Curtis knows for certain where
he does not want to be and that’s to be back in the
army. He is happy to be in Ohio, where it is quiet and
he can spend time with Shoogy. But when Curtis gets
orders to return to Iraq, will belonging with each other
be enough to keep Shoogy and Curtis together?
Angela Johnson takes us back to Heaven, Ohio in this
bittersweet tale of first love found and lost.

The Farthest Away Mountain
After breaking his leg, eleven-year-old Nate feels
useless because he cannot work on the family farm in
nineteenth-century Nebraska, so when his father
brings home an orphan boy to help with the chores,
Nate feels even worse.

The Sudden Appearance of Hope
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Set in the dramatic beauty of the Kimberley region,
this is the poignant story of Matthew and his unusual
friendship with an Aboriginal girl.

Bird & Squirrel All or Nothing (Bird &
Squirrel #6)
Franny’s mom says every mad scientist needs a lab
assistant. So for Valentine’s Day Franny gets just
that—a Lab assistant. Except Igor isn’t a pure Lab.
He’s also part poodle, part Chihuahua, part beagle,
part spaniel, part shepherd—and all thumbs. Franny is
fuming. She doesn’t even need an assistant. What’s
she supposed to do with a good-for-nothing one like
Igor? And things get even worse when a giant, fiftyfoot, arrow-shooting cupid starts causing trouble all
over town. Franny knows it’s up to her—and only
her— to save the day. Or could she use a little help?

The Yellow House Mystery (The Boxcar
Children: Time to Read, Level 2)
“A stunning debut. . . . I love this book.” -Guardian A
servant and former slave is accused of murdering her
employer and his wife in this astonishing historical
thriller that moves from a Jamaican sugar plantation
to the fetid streets of Georgian London—a remarkable
literary debut with echoes of Alias Grace, The
Underground Railroad, and The Paying Guests. All of
London is abuzz with the scandalous case of Frannie
Langton, accused of the brutal double murder of her
employers, renowned scientist George Benham and
his eccentric French wife, Marguerite. Crowds pack
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the courtroom, eagerly following every twist, while
the newspapers print lurid theories about the killings
and the mysterious woman being tried at the Old
Bailey. The testimonies against Frannie are damning.
She is a seductress, a witch, a master manipulator, a
whore. But Frannie claims she cannot recall what
happened that fateful evening, even if remembering
could save her life. She doesn’t know how she came
to be covered in the victims’ blood. But she does have
a tale to tell: a story of her childhood on a Jamaican
plantation, her apprenticeship under a debauched
scientist who stretched all bounds of ethics, and the
events that brought her into the Benhams’ London
home—and into a passionate and forbidden
relationship. Though her testimony may seal her
conviction, the truth will unmask the perpetrators of
crimes far beyond murder and indict the whole of
English society itself. The Confessions of Frannie
Langton is a breathtaking debut: a murder mystery
that travels across the Atlantic and through the
darkest channels of history. A brilliant, searing
depiction of race, class, and oppression that
penetrates the skin and sears the soul, it is the story
of a woman of her own making in a world that would
see her unmade.

Sever
Following in the tradition of J. K. Rowling and Roald
Dahl, K. C. Schmidt is an exciting new voice in middlegrade fantasy adventure. This debut will change the
way boys and girls everywhere see the world -- and
each other! Penn dreads the day that he will start to
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become a monster, but it's inevitable. The youngest
of his tribe in Greemulax, he knows that as boys
become men, they turn into powerful, hairy blue
creatures called Grabagorns, and that their solemn
vow is to never again be weak. Legend has it that
dragons all but destroyed Greemulax years ago
during a terrible time known as the Great Scorch. Not
one of the tight-knit community's girls or women
survived, and the men, ruled by Grabagorn Prime,
have lived in mourning and anger ever since. But
when one of Penn's dragon traps catches a real live
girl named Kristy, he starts to question everything he
thought was true. Together, Penn and Kristy set off on
an adventure that will take them to a tugboat in a
tree and through a treacherous lake of pudding,
toward a candy forest guarded by dragons that might
hold the answers they seek. The more time they
spend with each other, however, the faster Penn
transforms into the monster he fears, and the more
Kristy seems to fade away into nothing. Can they
reach their destination before it's too late?

The Legends of Greemulax
Soon to be an animated series from Nickelodeon! Big
Nate is the star of his own comic strip! Check out 300
black-and-white comic strips never before published
together in this awesome comic compilation in the
New York Times bestselling series by Lincoln Peirce!
Includes all new Big Nate activities in the back! Diary
of a Wimpy Kid author Jeff Kinney says, "Big Nate is
funny, big time!"
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The Berenstain Bears Go on Vacation
Uses cartoon-style characters to introduce readers to
topics related to space exploration and the spacecraft
that have been used for it.

The Three-Headed Book
Collects three stories about Franny and her
experiments involving creating monsters, becoming
invisible, and time travel.

Cruel Love
The Boxcar Children have a home with their
grandfather now—but their adventures are just
beginning! Their first adventure is to spend the
summer camping on their own private island. The
island is full of surprises, including a kind stranger
with a secret. This set includes both the English and
Spanish version of the story.

When We Were Two
The forest heaves and splits in a terrible quake, and
Griffin, a newborn Silverwing bat, is sucked down a
fissure deep into the earth. Shade, Griffin's father,
soon realizes that his son has been drawn into the
Underworld and embarks on the most dangerous of
journeys to rescue him. Shade knows he must find
Griffin quickly -- legend says that if the living stumble
into the land of the dead, they have only a short time
before death claims them, too. But something else is
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hunting Griffin -- a deadly foe Shade hoped he would
never see again. Who will find Griffin first?

Basher Basics: Space Exploration
In Michelle Gagnon’s debut YA thriller, Don’t Turn
Around, computer hacker Noa Torson is as smart,
tough, and complex as The Girl with the Dragon
Tattoo’s Lisbeth Salander. The first in a trilogy, Don’t
Turn Around’s intricate plot and heart-pounding
action will leave readers desperate for book two.
Sixteen-year-old Noa has been a victim of the system
ever since her parents died. Now living off the grid
and trusting no one, she uses her hacking skills to
stay anonymous and alone. But when she wakes up
on a table in a warehouse with an IV in her arm and
no memory of how she got there, Noa starts to wish
she had someone on her side. Enter Peter Gregory. A
rich kid and the leader of a hacker alliance, Peter
needs people with Noa’s talents on his team.
Especially after a shady corporation threatens his life
in no uncertain terms. But what Noa and Peter don’t
realize is that Noa holds the key to a terrible secret,
and there are those who’d stop at nothing to silence
her for good.

Learning ESP8266
An encounter with an anti-gravity machine catapults
Peter Schock and Kate Dyer back to the 18th century
and sets in motion a calamitous chain of events.
While a massive police hunt gets underway to find the
missing children in the 21st century - in 1763 a
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hardened criminal, the Tar Man, steals the antigravity machine and disappears into the London
underworld. Stranded in another time and forced to
chase the Tar Man to his lair, Peter and Kate find a
friend and guide in reformed cutpurse, Gideon
Seymour. Gideon does every thing he can to help
them, but will his dark past catch up with him before
the machine is recovered?

This is My Song (16pt Large Print
Edition)
The Berenstain Bears have a wonderful vacation at
the seashore, playing on the beach, visiting a
museum, eating, and going fishing.

Don't Turn Around
In just a few short years, everything you wear or carry
will be smart and network-enabled. But why wait?
Build your own Internet of Things at home with the
fully programmable ESP8266 microcontroller with
onboard WiFi. This hands-on guide shows you how.
You’ll learn not only how to build several networkenabled devices around the house, but also how to
connect them together into your own cloud-based IoT
network. If you some technical experience, author
Alasdair Allan will get you started with the ESP8266 in
the Arduino programming environment, and also
teach you how to incorporate the Raspberry Pi into
your ESP8266 projects with JavaScript and Node.js.
Build an internet-connected Amazon Dash-style
button to trigger web services in the cloud and on
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your Raspberry Pi Create a simple network of batterypowered sensors that log data internally and over the
network to the Raspberry Pi Monitor your refrigerator
with ESP8266, a light sensor, and a series of
temperature and humidity sensors Build a camera
system that can monitor your home, using Raspberry
Pi camera modules and an off-the-shelf infrared
sensor Control real-world things by building a remote
switch with a PowerSwitch Tail Connect your things
together and build a dashboard for your network with
Node.js Use the AWS IoT platform to scale your
Internet of Things into a robust cloud-based network
Build a mesh network of sensors with the ESP8266 in
“dual station” mode

Gideon the Cutpurse
Squirrel helps Bird overcome his biggest challenge yet
-- FAMILY!

How to Doodle Year-Round
When Franny Stein, self-styled mad scientist, creates
a robot to show her school friends the joys of science,
she ends up learning something from them instead.

Surprise Island (Spanish/English set)
The Girl with No Name
The World Fantasy Award-winning thriller about a girl
no one can remember, from the acclaimed author of
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The First Fifteen Lives of Harry August and 84K. My
name is Hope Arden, and you won't know who I am.
But we've met before - a thousand times. It started
when I was sixteen years old. A father forgetting to
drive me to school. A mother setting the table for
three, not four. A friend who looks at me and sees a
stranger. No matter what I do, the words I say, the
crimes I commit, you will never remember who I am.
That makes my life difficult. It also makes me
dangerous. The Sudden Appearance of Hope is a
riveting and heartbreaking exploration of identity and
existence, about a forgotten girl whose story will stay
with you forever. More by Claire North:The
Gameshouse84KThe End of the DayThe Sudden
Appearance of HopeTouchThe First Fifteen Lives of
Harry August
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